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Ministerial Ethics A Guide For Spirit Filled
Leaders
Helps ministers deal with ethical decisions and dilemmas.
Answers questions concering ethics in three featured parts:
The basis for Christian Ethics, Scipture, Ethics and Church
Doctrine, and Ethics in Practical Ministry.
Dr. Pamela J. Smith-Downing draws from her life experiences,
research and the Word of God to shed light on and gives
thought provoking practical aspects of ministry which the
clergy, from the priest, to pastors. to bishops and beyond,
should consider as they walk in their Calling. Minister
Debra Coulter The Body of Christ Church International
College Park, GA Commissioner, Gullah Geechee Cultural
Heritage Corridor Dr. Pamela J. Smith-Downing has written a
self-examining, clergy prevention guide. Her integrity, and
her spirit combined with her heart desire to witness all of
us as clergy healthy, whole and balanced makes this guide
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life changing. Being a clergy herself she writes from the
heart of experience, there is no compromise in her
convictions, just straight biblical truths. This guide
Ministerial Ethics is a must read for both young and old
clergy alike. There should be no clergy library without this
practical guide! Rev. Rose Wright-Scott, M. Div Victory
Christian United Church of Christ Petersburg, VA.
CE0/President Scott & Scotts LLC Dr. Pamela J. Smith-Downing
is the CEO and founder of PJD Enterprises L.L.C. and COO/COFounder of Victorious Christian Living Ministries; where her
husband Sr. Pastor Steven Downing serves as CEO/CO-Founder.
Dr. Pamela is an ordained elder and has served for over 35
years in the Body of Christ throughout the United States and
abroad to include Israel, Africa, Korea and Europe. Her life
passion has been to see the Kingdom of God rise up and be
the Kingdom on earth that will represent God in integrity
and excellence at all times. Dr. Pamela J. Smith-Downing is
also the author of the following books: Intimacy with God,
Honoring Your Pastor s Wife, the Keys to Her and Your
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Success, and Gold Nuggets for Leaders and Future Leaders . "
In this excellent outline of Christian ethics, Robin W.
Lovin achieves a balance between the questions and issues
which form the core of the study of ethics and the life
situations from which those questions arise. Eschewing a
sectarian approach which dismisses other understandings of
the moral life, Lovin nonetheless lays claim to a
specifically Christian understanding of ethics. He begins
with basic Christian convictions about the reality of God
and human redemption and weaves these convictions into the
fabric of moral concerns that are widely shared in
contemporary society. He takes note of the problems that
arise when Christians try to act on or enforce their
convictions in a pluralistic society and recognizes the
variety of theological and moral beliefs that are held
within the Christian community, as well as in the wider
society.
Provides both new and experienced pastors with tools for
sharpening their personal and professional decision-making
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skills. Updated and expanded.
Covenant of Trust
Basic Budgeting for Churches
The Pastor's Book
Understanding Ethics
12 Perspectives on Communicating that Connects
The authors believe the renewal of interest in ministerial ethiics has been caused by the
rapid changes in our society and the number of moral failures in the ministry in recent
years. They address the unique moral role of ministers and provide new and established
ministers with clear definitions of their moral obligations.
Ministerial EthicsA Guide for Spirit-Filled LeadersGospel Publishing House
Designed for those who are not lawyers, accountants, or quasi-legal specialists, this book
outlines the elements of risk management for congregations and church professionals.
Divided into three parts, the guide provides an overview and history of the American legal
system, details various areas of the law, and focuses on ways religious organizations can
minimize their exposure to legal difficulties.
Shares case studies on some of the most sensitive issues pastors and church leaders may
have to deal with in their churches--child abuse, AIDS, infidelity, homosexuality, and
unexpected pregnancies.
Ministerial Ethics (2nd Ed)
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Ethics in Pastoral Ministry
Becoming a Contagious Church
Case Studies in Biblical Decision Making
Covenant of Trust: Ministerial Ethics for Cumberland Presbyterians
A classic guide to ethics since 1928. Nolan Harmon studied the ethical codes of conduct of five
major denominations and secured the opinions of eighty-six leading pastors. Harmon uses this
wisdom to show ministers how to conduct themselves ethically in virtually every phase of ministry
and special occasion rituals.
In this clear, comprehensive guide, church financial management expert Jack Henry explains all
the basics of building a solid church budgeting system.The book includes sample forms with
complete instructions and commentary.
A Study Guide for Ministers & Congregations of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church
In this outstanding work, Dag Heward-Mills examines real-life situations in ministry today. He
addresses practical issues like finances, politics, relating with the opposite sex and ministerial
interactions. A commonsense guide to the principled practice of your calling, this book is a must
for every Christian leader. It is highly recommended for Bible schools and the clergy in general.
A Guide to Making Difficult Decisions
Ministerial Ethics - 2nd Edition
Ethics for Christian Ministry
A Complete Guide
Moral Formation for Twenty-First-Century Leaders
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Discover a Proven Approach to Raising Your Church’s Evangelistic
TemperatureEvangelism. It’s one of the highest values in the church. So
why do so few churches put real effort into it? Maybe it’s because we
don’t understand the evangelistic potential of the church well enough to
get excited about it. Becoming a Contagious Church will change
that.Revised and updated, this streamlined edition dispels outdated
preconceptions and reveals evangelism as it really can be. What’s more, it
walks you through a 6-Stage Process and includes a brand-new 6-Stage
Process assessment tool for taking your church beyond mere talk to
infections energy, action, and lasting commitment.“This book is not
optional! It’s required reading for all who are serious about reaching their
communities for Christ. Ignoring this book would be pastoral
malpractice!”Lee Strobel, author of The Case for the Real Jesus“You can’t
read this book without having your heart stirred to share the gospel. It’s
contagious!”Rick Warren, author of The Purpose Driven Church and The
Purpose Driven Life“Entire leadership teams and outreach committees
should read and discuss this powerful book—and then put its principles into
action.”John Maxwell, author of Developing Leaders Around You“I can’t
emphasize how important books like this one are for the future of the
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church. It demythologizes the fear and awkwardness of evangelism into
something biblical, tangible, and practical for every person.”Dan Kimball,
author of They Like Jesus but Not the Church“Becoming a Contagious
Church is hands-down the most comprehensive work on church
evangelism I’ve ever read. Its principles can turn inward-looking church
attenders into outward-looking church evangelists.”Craig Groeschel,
senior pastor, LifeChurch.tv
In this outstanding book, Dag Heward-Mills examines real life situations in
ministry today. He addresses practical issues like finances, politics,
relating with the opposite sex, and ministerial interactions. A common
sense guide to the principled practice of your calling, this book is a must
for every Christian leader. It is highly recommended for Bible schools and
clergy in general.
Sexual health is an essential part of maintaining professional relationships
in ministry. Focusing on implications for the practice of ministry, this book
engages all dimensions of theological education and academic disciplines.
Each chapter includes an analysis of common ministry situations,
discussion questions, practical guidelines, and resources for further study.
The volume is ideal for use in courses on professional ethics for ministry,
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advanced leadership training, and continuing education for clergy.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource
for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all
jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice
cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions
and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct
are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and
provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you
identify proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those
instances where discretionary action is possible, and define the nature of
the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
Bioethics and the Christian Life
A Guide for Spirit-Filled Leaders
A Guide to Ministerial Ethics
Calling & Character
Church Management and Ministerial Ethics Made Simple
This one-of-a-kind resource in professional ethics helps today's Christian leaders maintain a high moral
character and lifestyle and sharpen their personal and professional decision-making skills. Two
experienced teachers and pastors address both current and perennial ethical issues and offer guidance
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for developing a personal code of ethics to maintain integrity in the work of ministry. The authors
address the nature of ethical decision making as well as practical areas where integrity can be
compromised, including issues raised by the use of smartphones and social media. Appendixes include
codes of ethics from various denominations.
In this outstanding book, Dag Heward-Mills examines real life situations in ministry today. He
addresses practical issues like finances, politics, relating with the opposite sex, and ministerial
interactions.A common sense guide to the principled practice of your calling, this book is a must for
every Christian leader. It is highly recommended for Bible schools and clergy in general.
A challenge to preachers to proclaim the Scriptures with authority and power in a post-Christian world.
Covenant of Trust: Ministerial Ethics for Cumberland Presbyterians is a study guide developed for the
ministers and congregations of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church to: define ethical standards of
ministry that are clear to the ministers and congregations; help the session and congregation better
understand stresses in the ministry and the parameters of accepted ministerial conduct; help
congregations explore ways they can healthily support their ministers; define accountability between the
ministers, session, congregation, and presbytery, guided by "The Constitution" and "Rules of Discipline"
in the Confession of Faith for Cumberland Presbyterians; aid in the creation of an atmosphere of trust
and protection based upon mutual understanding, mutual integrity and reciprocal caring.
Revised
Preaching to a Shifting Culture
Moral Formation for Church Leaders
That the Ministry be Not Blamed : a Guide to Ministerial Ethics and Etiquette
Pentecostal Ministerial Ethics
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The Minister’s Guide to Psychological Disorders and Treatments, 2nd ed, is a
thorough yet succinct guide to everything a minister might need to know about
the most common psychological disorders and the most useful mental-health
treatments. Written in straightforward and accessible language, this is the
minister’s one-stop guide to understanding common mental health problems,
helping parishioners who struggle with them, and thinking strategically about
whether to refer—and if so, to whom. This thoroughly updated edition is fully
aligned with the latest edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-V) and the latest evidence regarding evidence-based
psychological treatments. The second edition also contains a new chapter on
ministerial triage as well as additions to the DSM-V such as autism spectrum
disorder and somatic symptom disorders. Written with deep empathy for the
demands of contemporary pastoring, this guide is destined to become an
indispensable reference work for busy clergy in all ministry roles and settings.
Ministerial Ethics provides both new and experienced pastors with tools for
sharpening their personal and professional decision-making skills. The authors
seek to explain the unique moral role of the minister and the ethical
responsibilities of the vocation and to provide "a clear statement of the ethical
obligations contemporary clergy should assume in their personal and
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professional lives." Trull and Carter deal with such areas as family life,
confidentiality, truth-telling, political involvement, working with committees, and
relating to other church staff members. First published in 1993, this edition has
been thoroughly updated throughout and contains expanded sections on
theological foundations, the role of character, confidentiality, and the timely topic
of clergy sexual abuse. Appendices describing various denominational ministerial
codes of ethics are included.
Just about everyone will face a difficult bioethics decision at some point. In this
book a theologian, ethicist, and lawyer equips Christians to make such decisions
based on biblical truth, wisdom, and virtue. Though a relatively new discipline,
bioethics has generated extraordinary interest due to a number of socially
pressing issues. Bioethics and the Christian Life places bioethics within the
holistic context of the Christian life, both developing a general Christian approach
to making bioethics decisions and addressing a number of specific, controversial
areas of bioethics. Clear, concise, and well-organized, the book is divided into
three sections. The first lays the theological foundation for bioethics decisionmaking and discusses the importance of wisdom and virtue in working through
these issues. The second section addresses beginning-of-life issues, such as
abortion, stem-cell research, and infertility treatments. The third section covers
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end-of-life issues, such as living wills, accepting and refusing medical treatment,
and treatment of patients in permanent vegetative states.
Managing a church has never been easy; because one is dealing with both the
spiritual and the physical, amongst other things. Most often, the physical aspect
is completely neglected, resulting in administrative chaos. At times, ethics is
thrown to the background, resulting in moral failures. This book addresses all this
issues and is a perfect hand book for any minister.
Ministerial Ethics for Cumberland Presbyterians
A Guide to Ministerial Ethics and Etiquette
A Comprehensive and Practical Guide to Pastoral Ministry
Ministerial Ethics :a Guide for Spirit-filled Leaders
An Essential Guide

This book is an attempt to make a Catholic contribution to stimulate a
conversation within the Catholic Church on professional ethics in pastoral
ministry.--From publisher's description.
Pastors are tasked with the incredibly demanding job of caring for the spiritual,
emotional, and, at times‚ physical needs of their people. While seminary is helpful
preparation for many of the challenges pastors face, there’s far more to pastoral
ministry than what can be covered in the classroom. Designed as a reference guide
for nearly every situation a pastor will face, this comprehensive book by seasoned
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pastors Kent Hughes and Doug O’Donnell is packed full of biblical wisdom and
practical guidance related to the reality of pastoral ministry in the trenches. From
officiating weddings to conducting funerals to visiting the sick, this book will
equip pastors and church leaders with the knowledge they need to effectively
minister to their flocks, both within the walls of the church and beyond.
In Calling & Character, Willimon lays out a clear and compelling picture of the
pastoral life, one that will inform both those embarking on ordained ministry and
those who have been in it for many years. He lays out specific habits such as study,
collegiality, and humor as the day-by-day means of following the difficult and
dangerous, yet deeply rewarding, calling of a pastor.
A classic guide to ethics since 1928. Nolan Harmon studied the ethical codes of
conduct of five major denominations and secured the opinions of eighty-six
leading pastors. Harmon uses this wisdom to show ministers how to conduct
themselves ethically in virtually every phase of ministry, including special
occasion rituals.
A Guide for Clergy, Lay Workers, and Congregations
The Minister's Guide to Psychological Disorders and Treatments
A Guide for Spirit-filled Leaders
Model Rules of Professional Conduct

A review of the literature on ministerial ethics reveals scant
reflection on it among Catholics. So this book is a modest
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attempt to make a Catholic contribution to stimulate a
conversation within the Catholic Church on professional ethics
in pastoral ministry.
At a time when concerns for misconduct, abuse scandals, and
liability have brought pastoral ministers under greater scrutiny
than ever before and have threatened to undermine their morale,
Just Ministry offers a positive perspective on the vocation of
pastoral ministry and wise ethical guidance to foster integrity
in ministry. This is a helpful training and evaluative resource
for those involved in pastoral ministry as ordained clergy,
religious, or lay ministers. Key concepts are illustrated
through case studies and practical strategies for acquiring and
developing virtues, as well as preventative education for
pastoral ministry in avoiding misconduct. By examining the
professional aspects of a ministerial vocation, this book
provides a guide for ministers to be accountable in offering
their pastoral service with expert knowledge and skill and with
good moral character. It builds upon a theology of vocation, a
covenantal model of ministry, and a vision of professional
identity. Book jacket.
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Understanding Ethics is a your go-to-guide for ministerial
ethics, from within the church, between ministers and other
churches. Rev. R.D. Frazier writes clearly and to the point,
giving us a structure on which to build lasting and meaningful
ministerial relationships, while he draws on his many years of
ministry and personal experiences. If you desire to enter or are
already in the ministry you need to read this book.
Professional Sexual Ethics
A Holistic Ministry Approach
Pastoral Protocol
Ministerial Ethics
Ministerial Ethics and Etiquette
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